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[FB17b, KOJ+20, SCAA13, DW18, Ger16].

Codes [LSO+15, Pie20]. Coercion [Dim20].

Coercion-free [Dim20]. Coexist [GP17a].
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Coin [Ale18b, IPI+18, KPW19, KJGW17, RMSK14, Goo18, DFKP13, THF17].
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[CZ16]. detector [SQ20, XGS*20].
Determining [KRL17, Sbr18].
Deterministic [DCK17, GSV15, WGL19].
Deterreg [KT15]. developed [AR15].
Developer [Ano17b, Nor17b]. developers
[Lee13, Per20]. Developing
[Ano18g, BBH18, Lim18, FRUS17].
Development [AKP17, AKP18, Ant21, DSN17, HS16a, Lei16, Bra15a, VDVC21].
Developments [BMH18k]. Device
[LGGB+21, LHL20]. Devices
[HS16c, LMWL17, ÖY17, Ses18, TSY+21, FMR+19, HYLY19, HCW+18, LL16, LL17a].
dezentrale [Six17e]. Dhab
[ACM17a, ACM17b, ACM17d]. diced
[Nic17]. Did [RS14]. Dies [McK19].
Dietcoin [FMR+19]. Difference [Nis16b].
Differences [Mul14e]. Different [Mer19].
Differential [HBR20]. Difficulty
[AKL17, Kra15, Kra16a, MCJ17]. differentiation
[YS20]. Digital
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digitalen [HF14]. digitaler [RBM17].
Digitalization [Sch19b]. Dilemma [Eya15].
Dilemmas [KS1+17c]. dimension
[CLS19b, CLS20]. Dimensions
[JB18b, BHMB21, Hal18]. Diplomacy
[Ber17]. Directed [RJK+17]. Directions
[DH16, HHHK18, KAKC20, PMT17, Son16a, HRC19, JCG+21, KGT20].
Diritto [MS15]. Disambiguating [Dre17e].
Disaster [Pan18]. disclosure [BEM+20].
Discontinuity [TSCT18]. Discourage
[MMK14, MKKS15]. Discovering
[Dre17f, EZ17, EZ18, TSCT18]. Discovery
[ACW17, LWZ+21, MBT19]. Discuss
[FF17, WXH21]. Discussion
[Ali15, HSB17c, HSB18g]. Discussions
[WXH21]. Disincentivize [ES14a]. Disk
[GL00]. dispensers [MTR+21]. Dispute
[BT18a]. Disputes [ABL18b]. Disruption
[BBBB15, DTM20]. Disruptive
[ACW17, LWZ+17, MGM].
Domain
[MZLW20, MGM].
Distribution
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AABM17, Brü17, CZJ+17, EGB18, ECdO17,
Eti19, EG17, HL16, HLC+17a, Her17, Hül17,
JCHSR16, KLDS20, KMOD17, KVV19,
LDWS17, Lau11b, LS17, LLW17, LSP+15,
MZLW20, MGM+17, Mei18, MGGR13,
NST+17, Poe14, RSJ21, RBB19, RLT17,
SD16b, SW21, SGD19, Str18, TD17a,
VCP20, VRK21, Wat17, Wel18, Wu17,
YLC20a, ZWQ+16, BS15, BANT20, CK16,
CH19, CHL19, FFL21, FD20a, Her19, KF19,
KTM+21, MKS+19, MCF20, MVM21,
PLSS17, SK20, ZWH18, dORM+20].
Distributing [Dre17g]. Distribution
[Yeo15]. diversification [BOS15]. Divide
[Bra13]. Divisors [DDX17]. DLT [Spo17].
DLoc [ECdO17]. DLT [FFL21, Lim18].
DLT/Blockchain [Lim18]. DNS
[HSGY20]. Do
[Pec17a, SIDV14, WXH21, Kug18]. Docker
[XJR+17]. doctrinal [HA15]. doctrinarias
[HA15]. Document [PPR+20, HS91].
Documentation [Ano17b]. Documenting
[Dre17a]. Does [HSB17c, HSB18g, SGFI+17,
Ste17, Ano17d, Fai17, RE18]. Domain
[JB18a, WXH21, LZZ+20, PK21, RBS17,
YS20]. domains [ARL20, AAC+19a].
Dominant [AC17]. Done [BSLM20]. Don’t
[JBK+19, MHH+16, PaI18]. doors
[LZDA16]. Doppelganger [KKS+17b].
Dormancy [Smi18]. DoS-resistant [Voi11].
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PR16, DB16, RWG21, YSLH17].
double-blockchain [RWG21].
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Double-spend [PR16]. Double-Spender
[DNY17]. Double-Spending [KAR+15,
LZC+17, KAC12, PSDSNAHJ19, YSLH17].
Down [Son14, Vit15, Zet13, Sha17]. DPM
[GANAHHJ17]. DPS [FF17]. DPS-Discuss
[FF17]. Drain [VBC+17]. Draw
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[DMH18a]. Dreams [Eya17]. Dredas
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[Seg18]. Driven [DCZ+21, HSB17b,
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Drives [Snu18]. Drones [SYK17]. Drug
[Zet13, Gei16]. Drugs [STG+20]. Dry
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[DCZ+21, SXZ+21, XLM+17, GWF+21].
e-Democracy [QFLM17]. E-Government
[QFLM17]. e-Government [OJ17].
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E-Voting [HTCW17, HTCW18, KV18,
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Mining [Abr18, BS16, BH15, BD19, Ber18, CMT19, CGN14, CPMM21, De18, DMH18i, Dim17, ES14a, ES14b, HVM18, Hou14a, Hou16, JLG14, JZS17, Ker18a, Ker18b, KKKT16, KJ17, KL15, Kwo14, KKS17, LJS15, LL17b, LL17c, LSP15, Mat14, MKKS14, MKKS15, Mu14e, RJK17, Ros11, SCYP17, SSZ17, SBBR17, VTL17, ZWW17, ZP17a, ZP17b, ZGR17, BHI14, CEW15, Dev14, ES18, Goo18, HS19a, Hol18, KDF13, OM14, Ole18, Sat20, Tro15a, VDK16, YCMM20, Nic14].
Minority [DFT16].
Mirror [BBGP19].
Misbehavior [ARM15].
misfits [Pop15, Pop16b].
Missions [Raz19].
mistrusting [dORM19].
Mitigation [ZTJ+21, QHW+20].
Mitigation [BRS17, Gou19, RBL+17, RBS17, AHC+21].
MixM [QHW+20].
mix [BSK+20].
Mixcoin [BNM+14].
Mixed [Mic14].
Mixers [Coul13].
Mixes [BNM+14, VR15].
Mixing [BOLL14, RMSK14, RMS17, SFMC21, ZGH+15, ZMH+17, ZMH+18].
MNC [IM16].
Mobile
[Abr18, Gev16, MCS+21, SVL17, FY19, FMR+19, Lin16, HS19b, PF18].
mobility [LM20].
MOBT [WLGL19].
Model
[BBGP19, CTM19, CQ20b, ES1620, FOA16, FYK17, HG15, Hup17, HP19, LS17, LT17, MZWX21, ML14, CEOE16, CEOE17, Tam19, YLZ20a, AC19, HZL17, KKM19, LTW+21, MRR17, NA15, NE+21, WCX16, YJK21, ZW15, ZDL17a, ZDL17b].
Model-based [LTW+21].
Modeling
[ADB14b, BYS19, JL17, LLH+20, CFvdPS15, Suk19, VSE21, LGT20].
Modelling [Kab17].
Models
[LS20, VM18, Kat17, LW16, Liu18, PCP20, PR16, BBM17].
Moderately [ML14, VA15].
Moderately-Hard [ML14].
Modern [PP16].
Modernize [Gar16].
modifiable [CLS19c].
modifying [Bar18].
MOF [DOKJ19].
MOF-BC [DOKJ19].
möglicherweise [Möl13].
Momentum [Lars13].
Monero [SALY17, KFTS17].
Monetary
[Hut17, Rec19].
monete [AF16].
Monetised [Ze16].
Monetization [AVA21].
monetizing [HDM+14].
Money
[BWZ17, Bel18, Ber13, Bhe17c, Dre17s, Gia15, Har17, Nak18, Nis16b, Pan96, Roi13, WvB14, CSG18, Fri14, G.17, GC08, Måel13, MBB13b, MBB13a, Nis16a, OC16, Pal18, Pop15, Pop16b, Rot17, Sch14b, SZ13, TT16, TTC16, VC15a, VC15b, PP16].
Money-over-IP [Gia15].
Monitoring
[Nar19, Shu17, WX16, MFE16].
monnaie [San14b, TFG17].
Month [De18].
Moonwalk [KZVT17].
Moratorium [De18].
Most [KPW19].
Motivates
[BSB16].
Motivating [JMK17].
Motivations [KSCD16].
Move
[WREK18, Nor17c].
Mt. Gox [BR16].
MtGox [DW14].
much [Kug18].
MudraChain [KBT20].
Mulls [De18].
Multi [ABL18b, KK20a, LFZ+21, RBS17,
WLL+13, ZGH+15, Ano21a, CLT+20, FZC+20, HVM+18, HZL+20, LB18, MPSW19, PK21, Sko19, YJK21.

**multi-agent** [Sko19]. **Multi-Blockchain** [KK20a]. **multi-blocks** [FZC+20].

multi-cryptocurrency [HVM+18]. **Multi-domain** [RBS17, PK21].

**multi-fractality** [LB18]. **multi-input** [Ano21a]. **Multi-Layer** [LFZ+21].

**multi-output** [Ano21a]. **Multi-Party** [ZGH+15, ABL18b, CLT+20].

Multi-processor [WLL+13]. **multi-resource** [YKJK21].

[**multi-signatures** [MPSW19]. **multi-tenant** [HZL+20]. **Multifaceted** [MMT16b].

**networking** [DKJ19, FZC+20, FD20b, HLC+17b, KDS+20, LP18c, LZZ+20, MLYL20, NPDS20, SCP+20, SYCC21, TKW15, VD17, WHY+21, ARK20]. **Networks** [BDW17, EKK+17, FDT17, JL17, JNWS19, KAT16, KGM16, LWM+21, MMSK+17, MMSH16, MM+21, PSS17, RGB20, RLT17, SKA+20, SYK17, SZJ17, TWFO20, WK19, A+13, BAJ20, BLMQ19, Che18, DKJ19, FZC+20, FD20b, HLC+17b, KDS+20, LP18c, LP18d, LZZ+20, MLYL20, NPDS20, SCP+20, SYCC21, TKW15, VD17, WHY+21, ARK20]. **Netzwerks** [Six17h]. **Neural** [JL17, Ser21, VCPC20, WK19, Che18, GSS20b, LTBY20].

**Neutrality** [Kuz19b, Kuz19a]. **Never** [McM13]. **newly** [Pal18]. **News** [Ano16a, Kug18, Pec15, Pec16, Und16]. **Next** [AMLH15, But13b, CGT+21, MRS18, OA17, AMLH18, Ant20, LP17b, LP17c, LP18b]. **Next-Generation** [AMLH15, But13b, MRG18, AMLH18].

**NEXTLEAP** [Hal17]. **NFC** [Mic16]. **NG** [NWGF20]. **NIC** [SNM17]. **NiceHash** [Nie17]. **Nick** [McG18]. **No** [MPJ+13, Pop17a, VM15, MPJ+16]. **Node** [Ano18b, YLZ20a, XHST20]. **Nodes** [FBHS19, Ye015]. **Non** [BMSS19, EAVM20, FDT17, GCL16, TD17b, Sar21]. **Non-blocking** [EAVM20]. **Non-equivocation** [TD17b]. **Non-Permissioned** [BMSS19]. **Non-Repudiation** [FDT17].

**Non-transferable** [Sar21]. **Non-**[Users] [GCL16]. **Noncausal** [HG15]. **nondeterministic** [WZS19].
nonmathematicians [Gom16].
Nonoutsourceable [MKKS14, MKKS15].
Nonparametric [DH17].
Normative [RC16].
North [Ano18k].
Norway [GANAHHJ17].
Notarization [MGDEK17, MGDEK18].
Note [BS16, Nis16b, WR16, Wil17, WR18, Hea13].
Nothing [Pop18a].
Notice [ALP15].
Novel [LSZ+21, MCS+21, OEO16, OEO17, YWJ+16, BAR21, LZZ+20, SGM20].
NRE [KZVT17].
Nudge [WMD+20], nuevas [HA15].
Number [Duc13, Kin13].
Nutzen [KFR17, KFR18].
Nxt [Pop16a].
NY [IKY05].
O [Dry14].
Obama [WM19].
Object [OR17].
Object-Oriented [OR17].
Objectives [TBB21].
Objects [AKGNN, We18].
oblivion [RS21].
Oblivious [CSX+17, KPK17, CLT+20].
Obdian [Cob17, CAMS20, COE+20a].
obsolet [Cha85].
Obstacles [Me18].
occupies [Nor17c].
Odometer [CBWF17].
Off [ET17, GH05, HBG16, KG17, Kra16b, MKKS15, Ano21d, Gal18, Lee13, MKKS14].
Off-Blockchain [HBG16, KG17, Ano21d].
Off-Chain [Kra16b].
Off-Chaining [ET17].
Off-line [GH05].
öffentlich [PB17].
Offerings [IPL+18].
Official [Ano18m].
Online [DNSY14, DNY17, WLGL19].
Offloading [DCZ+21].
offs [KLDS20, SIDV14].
ohne [MöI13].
Oil [But19].
Okinawa [Sad13].
Ökosphäre [Six17a, Six17f].
Ökosysteme [Sto17].
Olive [But19].
on- [Ano21d].
On-Blockchain [HBG16].
one [Sha17].
Oncoology [DXR+17].
One [GCL16, Pav18, Uni14, Nor17a, Tun18].
Onion [GDP+17, Esc18].
Online [Chr13, JKKX16, LD17, RRCL17, RGB20, WFX+21, CZ16, SCE21, YYN+20].
Only [McK19, LP18c, LP18d].
Onto [SD16a].
Ontology [RC16, dKW17].
op [PdWWS16].
OP_RETURN [BP17a].
Open [ACM17c, BGM20, BLBS17, Du21, HRE17, Lim18, LNZ+16, TNM17, XWL+19, dCdCM14, Cap12, CXC+20, Hol15, KS18, LFX+20, MKS+19, Sko19, SJSY21, VDVC21, WMD+20, Cap12].
Open-Source [dCdCM14, Cap12].
Open-Source-Geld [Cap12].
Opening [MSC15].
Opera [Abr18].
Operability [SYK17].
operate [SAL20].
operation [Ole18].
Operations [Ber18].
Opinions [GCL16].
opportunità [AF16].
opportunités [San14b].
Opportunities [BGM20, EBD+20, FFL21, HSB17a, HSB18e, JB17a, MWV+18, SK17, Van14b, ACA+19, AF16, DBC+21, HYL21, Ker14, LZD21, MCLH19, San14b, San14a, ZFY16, ZFY17].
Opportunity [Mul14f, Tzi18].
Optimal [GGN16, SSZ17, HZLH19].
Optimistic [JMM14].
Optimization [DXW21, KZVT17, GS20a].
optimizations [CSC16].
Optimized [DKJ17, GBPDW17, DKJ19, MDN+18].
Optimizing [CGN14, LDH17, SS13].
Options [Nia19].
oracles [KGS+19].
orchestration [AC19].
Order [DDX17, Pav18, VC15a, VC15b].
Order-Preserving [DDX17].
Ordering [BSV17].
Orders [YWS+18].
Organisations [NST+17].
Organization [NOT15, ZWX+20b].
organization-friendly [ZWX+20b].
Organizations [DMH18f, KPP+20, Son18].
Organized [MDAP16, MAP16, Pic20, Far18a].
Oriented [GvRS17, OR17, IPSP17, NML19, PPM+17].
origin [CCMN17].
Origins [SJZG19].
Oslo [GANAHHJ17].
Other [EDS15, Eva14, KJGW17, Pop17a, Ano18a].
Ours [Smo18].
Ouroboros [KRDO17].
out-of-gas [GKJ+18, GJ+20].
outbreak [Tun18].
outfit [Nic17].
Outliers [MNT16b].
Outlive [Hur16].
Outlook [LWL+21, GL16, ZZ16].
output [Ano21a].
outsourced [FBL+20]. outsourcing [BJ20, HCW+18]. Overcoming [BLNN17a, GG17, HRF17]. Overlays [CM16, MO15]. Overstock [Sid14]. Overview [Ros12, YMRS18, ZFY16, VG17, ZFY17].

Owner [GANT21, Gre13]. Over-Custodianship [GANT21]. Ownership [Dre17h, Dre17w, CAMS20, HP17].

P2P [ACM15, Ali15, BKP14, Cas12, DPSHJ14, FSW14, HLC+17a, KKM14, Nak08b].


Paper [AM15, BDLF+16, GvRS17, MCJ17, Sch14b, XJY17, Ano17a, Nak08b, Sad13].

Papers [BBMS14, CSN14, JRB+17, Ker12, BCJR15, CMR+16, GP17b, Jue04].

Paradigm [Mor17c, HZL+20]. Parallel [HM20, LSH13, CSLD17]. Parking [KK20a].


partially [WZQ+17]. Participants [ACV17]. participation [LP18c, LP18d].


Password [IK17, JKKX16, LSZ+21, McK19, HZ20]. password-based [HZ20].

Password-Protected [JKKX16]. patch [KW20]. Path [LCL17, Mei18, YS20]. paths [YS20]. Patient [WDS21]. Pattern [LLP+20b, RJK+17, TOM17, HLC+17b]. Patterns [EZ17, EZ18, MYSZ19, NML19].

PAXOS [DLL00, DLL97, GL00, HMS17, Lam01, MBD+12, MPSP17, PLSS17, RST11, Ros03, SS12, SS13, Sun15, VA15, VB08].

PaxosStore [ZLX+17]. Pay [Ede14, HSB17d, HSB18h, ZGR17, BDE+13]. payer [ZLL+19a]. Paying [Dre17l].

Payload [Kan18]. Payment [AH12, CGFH16, DW15, EKK+17, GM17, KG17, Lei16, LZC+17, MMSK+17, MMSH16, MSH17, RLT17, Sch98, Sou13, TWFO20, CJW17, ECA+20, ECA+21, Kha15, WZS19, YTLD19, ZWX+19a, ZWX+19b].

Payment-Channel [MMSK+17]. Payments [AM15, BSCG+14, Bon16a, CCGN17, Cha83, DNSY14, DNY17, Gv16, Gom16, KAC12, MPJ+13, SCG+14, Bar18, Gini16, HCW+18, MPJ+16].

PayWord [AH12, RS96a, RS96b]. PBFT [CCA+20, LFZ+21]. PBFT-Inspired [CCA+20]. PCS [KLR+17b]. Pedigree [NC17b]. Peer [AAA20, Ano17a, CVM17, CS15, GH05, KN12, NAH16, Rin18, SOA17, SZJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03].

Peer-to-Peer [AAA20, Ano17a, KN12, NAH16, SOA17, CS15, GH05, SZJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03].

Peers [Dre17g]. Pegged [IK19]. Penalizing [RKS15]. Penalties [KB16, KV16].


Performance [ABF+16, Cor19, DMH18g, Gao17, GK+16, Mal18, MMR+21, RJZ20, SCAA13, Suk19, XZK+17, BANT20, DCB+21, Dev14, DHES16, KAK20, Li14a, Li14b, Sal18].


Permacoin [MJS+14]. Permeability [JB18b]. permission [AAC+19b].

Permissioned [BANT20, BMSS19, EN17, HS16c, HP19, Moh19, Suk19, Vuk17, ZZJ17, ASB+21, AAE19, BMHB21, DCM+21, HSGY20, SJX+20, TYY+19].

permissionless [BHMB21, LLZY20].
Personal [EN19, Gir18, LN17]. personnel [CLS19a]. perspectivas [HA15].
Perspective [FSW14, Kan20, Kün16, LD17, Mor17f, Mor17g, Sir16b, Sve17, Tzi18, CZ16, CDR18, FD20b, Her19, KFR17, Liv20].
Perspectives [BMC15, PZZ19, Dus14, HA15].
Phishing [CPL19, Ano18k, Pal18].
Poster [CGFH16, DNY14, HII14, JCG17, XWW17, MHH120]. Potential [BBB15, Dre17o, HII15, HSB13c, HSB18g, Ksh20, CXLC18]. Pound [Hii14]. Power [Bon14a, DVR16, LSP120, WMG120, YKDEV19, Cae15, Gou17, Hol18, ML20, Ole18, ÖY17, PW17a]. Powered [QFLM17]. powerful [Hol18, RS21]. Powering [AML15], PPCoin [KN12], PQChain [EGB18]. Practical [CDD17, KFN120, Ksh20, RMS14, THF17, VSE21, XZY120, vs02, ZLX120]. Practice [Ami21, BMN12, ELFCL20, NM16]. Practises [IPL120, Mor17d, BGPW16]. Pre [KLL120], Pre-Search [KLL120]. Precise [LGT120]. Predictable [MLM16]. Predicting [GGKR21, KLL120].
Prediction [JL17, NTKS17, BAR21, CLS19b, CLS20, QHNL21]. Predictions [MDAP16, MAP16]. predictor [MLM15]. Preemption [RRCL17]. Preface [Ano19c, LPW17b]. Preferences [NTK17]. Prescribed [ZP17a]. Presence [GCR16, KDF13, Pou20]. Preservation [MJS12, HRC19]. Preserving [ARBK17, ACV17, DCK17, DDX17, KLR120, KLM120, KMMW17, KUE17, KUEE18, LS17, LL17b, LL17c, OEO16, OEO17, SVL17, WQH17, WQH20, ZHC120, BYR120, BSK120, BBB120, GLY120, HZS120, JML120, KUE17, LWZ120, MZA120, PHH120, QHNL120, SJS120, YYZ120, ZLT120]. Prestige [KSAB21]. Pretty [WA15, Ito18, Sha17]. prevent [Lew15]. Preventing [aNOE17]. Prevention [CBWF17, Peo13, SPB17, Kha15, PSDSNAH19]. Price [Bla18, EDS15, GHMO17, Kha19, Urq17, Wu19].
Prices [JL17, Smu18, LLJ21, MYSZ19].


Primitives [GCR16, GCR18, WSL].

Primitives [Kin13].

Problems [BK17b, Dre17f, KJ17, KJ18, LSP82, Bra17, Lee13, Pec17a]. Problems [vS02].

Proceedings [ACM17c, CRS83, OF15, ACM17a, ACM17b, ACM17d, GANAHH17, IKY05].

Process [CWL17, Doz18, MWV^+18, VCL17, WXR^+16, FMR^+19, KR17, KK17b, LPGBD^+19, SSSJ19, Wey19].

Processes [GPP18, GCKG14, GANT21, GLY].

Products [Ano12c, GS20a, SV16].

Product [KFR17, KFR18]. Produkt-Sicht [KFR17, KFR18].

Professionals [Hut17].

Profits [VM15].

Programmed [Cou14]. Programmers [WXH21].

Programming [Cob17, COE^+20a]. Programs [TOM17].

progress [OY17].

Projects [BO17, OOF^+17]. Promise [Fot17]. Promises [Rou18].

Promising [HRE17]. Promoting [AIM19]. promptly [Far18b].

Proof [Abr16, Axt16, Bac03, BL17, BBH^+13, BLMR14, BK17b, Coe08, DFKP13, FZC^+20, GKW^+16, HM20, Kam17, KN12, KSAB^+21, Lar13, LAB17, LTC^+19, MHWK16, Poe14, Pou20, SW21, SLY15, SDK^+17, Tro15a, Voi11, Vuk16, WSC^+20, AC19, Dry14, HYLY19, KRDO17, Kin13, Shi16, Tro14a, Tro14b, Tro15b, WHJ17, WJJ20, YL20a, ZLT^+19, Cor19, LC04].

Proof-of-Activity [LTC^+19]. Proof-of-Belief [Abr16].

proof-of-delivery [ZLT^+19].

Proof-of-Elapsed-Time [Cor19].

Proof-of-negotiation [FZC^+20].

Proof-of-Prestige [KSAB^+21].

Proof-of-Stake [BL17, KN12, LAB17, KRDO17].

Proof-of-Work [Bac03, BBH^+13, BK17b].
Proofs [DBB\textsuperscript{+}15, SBR16, SAL20].

Propagation [FOA16, OAB\textsuperscript{+}17, SOA17, DW13, FOA17].

Properties [Gar17, YK15, DMR18].

Property [Int14, Zei16]. proportion [YV17]. Proposal [GP17a, SI16, HC12].

Proposals [Bra13, EBH16, ALM16].

Prospect [SCYP17]. Prospects [Hi14, GGK20, HRC19]. prosumer [DLK\textsuperscript{+}21]. prosumer-side [DLK\textsuperscript{+}21].

Protect [ABL\textsuperscript{+}18a, JKKX16, RS14].

Protected [JKKK16]. Protecting [Dre17k, Dre17a, WLL\textsuperscript{+}13]. protection [BP17b, FHZ\textsuperscript{+}19, HHWD17, WWZ\textsuperscript{+}20].

Protocol [BLP17, Böh13, Coe08, GKL17, HLC17c, KKS14, LN17, Ler14b, LL17, LNZ\textsuperscript{+}16, ML15, MSH17, MHWK16, Mue18, NT21, OAB\textsuperscript{+}17, PSS17, SYB14, SALLY17, WCL17, ZP17a, ASB\textsuperscript{+}21, AB20, BB15, BF20, CW20, DLP\textsuperscript{+}20, GKL15, Hea13, HLC19, KRDO17, KBS\textsuperscript{+}21, Ler14a, LLZY20, CFvdPS15, ML17, NML19, PHH\textsuperscript{+}20, TYY\textsuperscript{+}19, VG17, WSC\textsuperscript{+}20, XHST20, XLL\textsuperscript{+}21, YYN\textsuperscript{+}20, ZW15, ZWS\textsuperscript{+}20].

Protocols [BK14, LABK17, Luu17, Mer80, MXC\textsuperscript{+}16, KKS\textsuperscript{+}17a, PLS17, P'16, ZWH18].

prototype [Ano21e]. Provably [Pia16, KRDO17]. Provably [LST\textsuperscript{+}17]. ProvChain [LST\textsuperscript{+}17]. Provenance [AS18, LST\textsuperscript{+}17, NSNF17, PK19, RCD\textsuperscript{+}19].

Provers [Hir17]. proves [LC04]. provider [Gir18]. Providing [LDWS17].

Providing [Eti19]. Provisions [DBB\textsuperscript{+}15, GCKG14]. Proximity [SOA17].

Proxy [MK\textsuperscript{+}21]. Proccess [KFR17, KFR18]. Prozess [KFR17, KFR18].

Pseudo [MY11]. Pseudo-anonymous [MY11]. Pseudonym [FWB15]. Pseudonymization [FWB15, KMM17]. Pseudonymous [FF17]. Pseudonyms [Cha81]. PTAS [JLX\textsuperscript{+}19]. pub [HZL\textsuperscript{+}20, Zha19]. pub/sub [HZL\textsuperscript{+}20, Zha19]. Public [Alz19, CCH\textsuperscript{+}20, CGJ\textsuperscript{+}17, CPMM21, Eval14, GP17a, HRF17, JWNS19, Liu19, Luu17, Mai18, Muf16, XCG\textsuperscript{+}17, XSC\textsuperscript{+}17, vdHKZ14, AR15, CW20, FCH21, HZY\textsuperscript{+}19, Mer80, PB17].

Public-Ledger [Eva14]. Publication [ALP15]. Publicly [Bac02b, YYN\textsuperscript{+}20, YCX18]. Publish [ZP17b, ZZ17]. Publish/Subscribe [ZZ17]. Puerto [BCJR15, Nar19]. PUF [AH1\textsuperscript{+}21, IK19]. PUFs [PHH18]. pugno [AF16]. Punishes [YWW\textsuperscript{+}18].

Punishment [Ano21b]. Purposes [Int14]. Push [SD16a]. Putting [CIL\textsuperscript{+}21]. Puzzles [BC16a, ML14, MKKS14, MKKS15, RRCL17, RSW96]. PVORM [CZJ\textsuperscript{+}17].


Quantum [ABL\textsuperscript{+}18a, Bee18, BD19, Sat20, SK20]. Quantum-Enabled [BD19]. Query [LZY\textsuperscript{+}17, XZK\textsuperscript{+}17, QNM\textsuperscript{+}19]. Quest [Vuk16]. Questions [Pav18, BP17b]. Queue [ZWW\textsuperscript{+}17]. Queue-Based [ZWW\textsuperscript{+}17]. Queueing [KK17a, MZWX21, RF18].

Quick [LSO\textsuperscript{+}15]. Quorum [Mer19].

R [L14a, Li14b]. R-Hadoop [Li14a, Li14b]. Race [Mat14, Pec13]. Radar [Laz15]. Radiation [DXR\textsuperscript{+}17]. Radio [SKA\textsuperscript{+}20].

Raises [Pav18, Osb18b]. RAM [CLT\textsuperscript{+}20, KPK17]. Rampenlicht [ABR17]. Random [Ser21, Duc13, FZC\textsuperscript{+}20]. random-honest [FZC\textsuperscript{+}20]. randomness [LB18, WYZ\textsuperscript{+}20]. Randpay [KK20b].

Ransom [BBM\textsuperscript{+}18]. ransoms [LZDA16]. ransomware [CGR18, DMSCA20, UJ16].

Raps [YWS\textsuperscript{+}18]. Rare [TADS20]. Rate [Joh19, SZ15, Wu19, Son16b]. Rates [BM20, HG15, SBL19]. Rating


Sensing-as-a-Service [LHZ+21]. Sensor [ME17, WvB14]. Sensor-Based [ME17]. Sensornetzwerke [TNM17]. Sentiment [Mue18, Smu18]. September [GANAHHJ17]. sequential [Per09]. Series [LPSP20]. server [Ano18i]. Service [BSV17, ESLB20, GvRS17, KET+17, LWZ+21, LHZ+21, LPP+20b, SS17a, SYK17, SL20, SGDT19, VTM14, Yew18, ZZJ17, AABE20, Bac12a, BSK+20, Gir18, JAK19, LXX+19, MBT19, MAQ99, Bee16].


Socio-technical \cite{EBHBL16}. SoK \cite{OF15}. Software \cite{AK17, FS16, Hut17, Lut17, PPMT17, SD16a, SDK+17, TODM19, dCdCM14, Aro12, NQ20, YPDC20, ZLT+19].

Software-Defined \cite{SD16a}. SoK \cite{ABC17, BMC+15, PW17a].

Solidity \cite{RDDL17, Dan17b}. Solidus \cite{CZJ15}. Solution \cite{ABLB16, Coe08, HRE17, Kuz19b, PL16, VDG19, Wey19, XWW17, DLK+21, Kuz19a, MDN+18, RWG21]. Solution-Verification \cite{Co19}. Solutions \cite{Ano19c, But19, hAHRAK17, hAHRAK18, HJPS16, PS16, SRB20, FFL21, KS18, GKT20, SBA21].
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